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(When) Should a Non-Euro Country
Join the Banking Union?
Abstract
We analyze the benefits and costs of a non-euro country opting-in to the banking
union. The decision to opt-in depends on the comparison between the assessment of the
banking union attractiveness and the robustness of a national safety net. The benefits
of opting-in are still only potential and uncertain, while costs are more tangible. Due
to treaty constraints, non-euro countries participating in the banking union will not be
on equal footing with euro area members. Analysis presented in the paper points out
that reducing the weaknesses of the banking union and thus providing incentives for
opting-in is not probable in the short term, mainly due to political constraints. Until
a fully-fledged banking union with well-capitalized backstops is established it may
be optimal for a non-euro country to join the banking union upon the euro adoption.
Assessing first experiences with the functioning of the banking union and opt-in
countries will be crucial for non-euro countries when deciding whether to opt-in.
JEL Classification: F36, F42, G21, G28
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1. Introduction
The global financial crisis exposed numerous weaknesses in the European safety net
arrangements. The pre-crisis financial supervisory architecture was based on independent
national competent authorities responsible for supervising financial institutions in their
jurisdictions. As the European financial regulations were governed by minimum
harmonization

principle,

national

competent

authorities

often

softened

prudential

requirements to ensure competitive advantage of domestic financial institutions. This
forbearance resulted in very heterogeneous supervisory standards and practices across the EU.
Free movement of capital within the single market induced regulatory arbitrage with
concentration of capital inflows in high-risk countries with lax supervision and regulation,
thus increasing contagion and systemic risk1 in the EU. Moreover, the fragmented European
supervision was not adjusted to changes caused by the growing internationalization and
integration in the EU financial system and thus strengthened and unified financial supervision
became necessary.2 The crisis also underlined the need for a macroprudential approach,
encompassing more than safety of particular institutions, going beyond national borders and
limiting contagion effects on an integrated single market (Szpunar 2014).
All those institutional weaknesses called for a regulatory overhaul. Introduction of
maximum harmonization together with the single rulebook principles should ensure uniform
regulatory environment for all EU financial institutions, especially in the banking sector.
However, the establishment of the European System of Financial Supervisors did not mark
the end of institutional reforms within the EU. There is also a need for further strengthening
resolution arrangements in the EU, especially for systemically important financial institutions
(SIFIs). The issue of burden-sharing in case of cross-border bank insolvency is still not clearly
resolved. Effective pan-European resolution is crucial because costs of financial crises are
very high not only in terms of output loss3 but also in terms of public deficit and debt
increases, as evidenced by the exacerbation of the sovereign-bank nexus in the euro area
countries. Establishing the banking union is a key reform to tackle those problems and
strengthen the European safety net.
1

More on the concept of systemic risk in De Bant and Hartmann (2000) and Smaga (2014a).
As the level 3 committees had weak legal powers (only non-binding recommendations), they neither
effectively promoted common supervisory standards nor were able to undertake quick cross-border actions in
the face of emerging crisis (Dobrzaŷska 2012).
3
For crises that started in 2007 onwards, the median output loss reaches 25 percent of GDP (Laeven and
Valencia 2012).
2
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Banking union is targeted, in the first place, at euro area countries, as they were hit most
severely by the crisis. In the nutshell, banking union foresees the transfer of so far national
supervisory and resolution competences to the euro area level. However, in order to be
effective, without creating competitive distortions and fostering development of the single
market, banking union has to remain open for participation of the non-euro countries as well.
This group of countries is very heterogeneous and with financial systems at different stages of
development and convergence with the euro area. Yet, the financial and economic
interlinkages between non-euro area and euro area countries are strong and cannot be
disregarded. It is therefore necessary and mutually beneficial to invite and encourage noneuro countries to participate in regulatory reforms at the level of the euro area, as many noneuro countries in CEE are EU Member States with a “derogation”.4 While there is no doubt
that further European integration is a natural direction for them, not all aspects of the banking
union might be beneficial from their perspective and the question of opting-in to the banking
union remains open.
The aim of the policy paper is to analyze and assess both advantages and disadvantages of
opting-in to the banking union for non-euro EU countries, focusing on the example of CEE
countries. We analyze the position of non-euro countries which can establish close
cooperation with the ECB, i.e. join the banking union without simultaneously joining the euro
area and thus become opt-in countries (“opt-ins”). The analysis covers the banking union in
its current shape – the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM), the Single Resolution
Mechanism (SRM), and the nascent European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS), having in
mind that opting-in means participation in all of those mechanisms.
The decision to opt in should on the one hand, take into account the assessment of banking
union’s construction with all its weaknesses and strengths and on the other hand, the
robustness of a national safety net as well as the structure and stability of the domestic
banking system. The main research question is whether it pays for a non-euro country to optin to the banking union in its current shape? What would be the optimal choice: opting-in now
or joining the banking union when entering the euro area?
The literature on evaluation of opting-in to the banking union is still very scarce. To our
knowledge for the time being only Berglöf et al. (2012), Darvas and Wolff (2013), Kisgergely
and Szombati (2014) and IMF (2015) analyze opting-in from the perspective of CEE
4

At the time of their EU accession, they haven’t meet the convergence criteria for entry to the euro area,
therefore their Treaties of Accession allow them time to make the necessary adjustments. They are obliged to
join the euro area at some point, when all the convergence criteria are met.
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countries. We also use banking union assessments provided in reports by central banks or by
official government bodies from non-euro countries. Our contribution to the literature is
threefold. First, we build upon those findings and attempt to provide a comprehensive
assessment of attractiveness of all aspects of banking union pillars from the perspective of a
non-euro Member State. Second, unlike the previous studies, we go beyond just analysis of
banking union and outline practical policy proposals to encourage opting-in. Third, on the
basis of economic underpinnings we evaluate current willingness of each non-euro country to
opt in.
The article is structured as follows. In the next section, an overview of aims of the banking
union and the rules of “opt-in option” are presented. In section 3 we analyze potential benefits
of joining the banking union for opt-ins, which are mostly the same also for euro area banking
union members.5 Section 4 discusses risks for opt-in countries connected with their limited
rights , risks stemming from the deficiencies in the banking union construction and issues
related to specific features of opt-ins’ (especially CEE) financial systems. Having juxtaposed
both benefits and risks, the subsequent section 5 outlines some policy implications and
regulatory proposals to strengthen the banking union, counter the identified disadvantages,
and thus encourage opting-in. The final section concludes.

2. Principles of the banking union
The banking union is a milestone in European financial integration, comparable to the
introduction of the euro. The banking union can be regarded as a hitherto missing element of
the financial integration. The banking union is a part of vision of a stable and prosperous
EMU, as laid out in Van Rompuy’s report (2012) encompassing integrated: financial
framework, budgetary framework, economic policy framework, while ensuring democratic
legitimacy and accountability.
There are several objectives of establishing the banking union, yet their achievement, at
least in the short run, remains debatable (Smaga 2014b):
•

reducing negative, mutually reinforcing links and feedback loops between the banking
sector and public finances (mainly in the peripheral euro area countries) and home bias,

5

In the paper we don’t include detailed descriptions of the banking union pillars as those can be found in e.g.
Wymeersch (2014) for SSM and Junevièius and Puidokas (2014) for SRM. The description of SSM and SRM
pillars and their overall assessment is also provided by Smaga (2015).
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•

reducing potential for cross-border contagion between banking union countries and the
transmission of systemic risk,

•

reverting the process of financial markets fragmentation, and in that way improving
monetary policy transmission mechanism within the euro area,

•

ensuring resilient and sound banking system which contributes to sustainable economic
growth,

•

establishing a level playing field for banks by supporting development of the single
rulebook and ensuring harmonization and consistency of supervisory practices,

•

strengthening the supervision of banks, especially of large cross-border banks, thus
reducing national supervisory forbearance/national bias,

•

ensuring financial stability and financial integration by centralizing supervisory and
resolution decisions and responsibilities on the euro area level.6
The banking union aims at building an integrated financial framework to safeguard

financial stability and minimize the cost of bank failures. It consists of five complementary
elements (Constâncio 2013):
•

the Single rulebook,

•

the Single Supervisory Mechanism,

•

the Single Resolution Mechanism,

•

the financial backstop (the ESM),

•

the common system of deposit protection.
The progress on different pillars of the banking union remains uneven. Key EU banking

regulations (CRDIV/CRR package) came into force in January 2014. The EBA is constantly
developing the single rulebook. The first pillar of the banking union - the SSM, has been
launched in November 2014. The second pillar – the SRM started operating fully in 2016. It
was agreed at the Euro area summit on 29 June 2012, that once the SSM becomes operational,
the ESM would be able to recapitalize banks directly (i.e. without intermediation of states
budgets giving rise to sovereign-bank feedback loop). However, until now no detailed
proposals have been put forward, except for vague guidelines. The DGS Directive was revised
and work on establishing the EDIS with a common Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) has started
6

The banking union is an attempt to counter the financial trilemma (Schoenmaker 2011) which states that (1)
financial stability, (2) financial integration and (3) national financial policies are incompatible - any two of the
three objectives can be combined but not all three, thus one has to give. Banking union bases on the assumption
that effective pursuing of financial stability and financial integration requires supervision and resolution to be
placed on the same level, eliminating national bias that might lead – through coordination failure and
information asymmetry – to suboptimal “production” of financial stability as a public good.
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in line with EC’s proposal in late 2015. When complete, by combining the quality of
supervision, swift resolution of banks with limited bailouts and increased depositors’
confidence, the banking union might contribute to financial stability in the EU.
Joining the banking union is not compulsory for non-euro countries (see Table 1). While
participation in the banking union and all its pillars is obligatory for the euro area countries,
national authorities of non-euro countries have (at any time) an option to establish a close
cooperation with the ECB (“opt-in option”).7 The conditions of opting-in are equal for all
non-euro countries. A non-euro country has to notify the request to enter into a close
cooperation and ensure (by introducing any necessary legal changes) that its national
supervisory authority will abide by any guidelines or instructions issued by the ECB8 and
adopt any measure requested by the ECB, while providing all information on credit
institutions.9 This may imply amending national legislation accordingly to ensure that legal
acts adopted by the ECB are legally binding in the opt-in country.10 A prerequisite for optingin is also examining the national banking system in a comprehensive assessment exercise.
Similarly, a euro area country can neither be expelled from nor exit the banking union. In
case of opt-in countries close cooperation might be terminated. This might happen either on
the initiative of the opt-in country or the ECB. Should SSM regulation no longer be met by
the opt-in country, the ECB may issue a warning about suspension or termination of close
cooperation and in case it is disregarded, terminate the close cooperation. Close cooperation
might also be terminated upon request of a Member State after at least 3 years since its
establishment.11 In case of a disagreement with a draft decision of the Supervisory Board, the
opt-in country might leave the banking union with immediate effect, after informing the
Governing Council and terminating the close cooperation with the ECB. Furthermore, in case

7

Entering the euro area might not lead national central banks to become on average more involved in taking
care of the financial stability than non-EMU central banks in the EU (Smaga 2013).
8
Due to constraints in the TFEU, the ECB has no legal power over non-euro Member States, the ECB shall not
exercise direct powers over supervised entities established in an opt-in country, but shall issue instructions,
guidelines and requests to the national competent authority with regard to the supervised entities, which the
national supervisor commits to follow when opting-in. MNB (2014) also points out that it also raises the issue
of liability, given that banks concerned can contest the local supervisor’s decision in case of a disagreement.
9
Apart from organizational purposes, it is necessary for the ECB to identify in an opt-in country significant
credit institutions which will be supervised directly, as well as create supervisory procedures and any
appropriate MoUs.
10
Opting-in would require changes to the national legislation, as according to art. 132 and 139 of the TFEU, acts
of the ECB shall not apply to the EU countries with derogation.
11
The period of three years is also a cooling-off period before being eligible to again establish close
cooperation by the non-euro Member State.
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the Governing Council objects to the draft decision of the Supervisory Board, an opt-in
country might also choose not be bound by the decision that has been objected to, but faces
the risk of the ECB suspending or terminating close cooperation agreement.12
Table 1. Comparison of the position of non-euro vs. euro area countries in the banking union
Status
Membership in the banking union
Participation in the Supervisory Board
Participation in the Governing Council
Participation in the Single Resolution Board
Access to the ECB liquidity facility
Access to Single Resolution Fund
Access to the Deposit Insurance Fund
Access to the ESM funds

Euro area countries
Obligatory
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Non-euro countries
Voluntary
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Source: own work.

3. Potential benefits of opting-in
From the perspective of a non-euro country there are several advantages to join the
banking union. Unsurprisingly, most of those benefits will be shared by all banking union
members, irrespectively of their currency.

3.1. Increased stability of and confidence in the banking system
Should the SSM prove to be an effective mechanism with the independent, wellestablished and credible ECB as a single supervisor at its helm, it might ultimately contribute
in the SSM-countries to improved financial standing of banks, thus banking system stability
and restoration of confidence, as mentioned in section 2.
Financial stability in the euro area is a prerequisite for financial stability in the whole EU.
Irrespective of opting-in, increased stability of parent banks in the SSM countries improves
the outlook for their subsidiaries and branches in potential opt-ins. However, banking union
does not deal with legacy assets. At best, banking union will help to avoid, in the future, the
accumulation of risks in Europe’s banking systems – similar to those that led to the crisis –
and to a speedier response to such problems, given that the ECB/SSM will be less susceptible
to the temptation of forbearance than national supervisors may have been in the past (Speyer
2013).

12
This is due to the fact that Governing Council does not involve representatives from non-euro area
participating Member States (unlike Supervisory Board).
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3.2. Potentially stronger and more effective supervision and uniform supervisory
practices
One of the main reasons behind establishing the SSM and entrusting supervisory
competences to the ECB, is the expectation that a single supervisor will be better than
multiple separate national supervisors, in particular in case of large cross-border banks.
Common supervision should ensure that all SSM banks are subject to the same stringent
capital and liquidity requirements. Furthermore, the SSM should enhance supervision and
support the development and effective application of the single rulebook and the
harmonization of supervisory procedures and practices, creating a level playing ¿eld (ECB
2013) and single supervisory culture. Within the SSM national supervisors will be prevented
from “race to the bottom”, thus the regulatory arbitrage should be limited. Also combining
micro- and macroprudential approaches and tools within the SSM might provide for an
optimal policy mix as opposed to separate prudential authorities at the national level.
Although the ECB had no prior micro-supervisory experience, it has significant knowledge
on financial stability and macroprudential issues. The ECB is better placed to get qualified
supervisors because it can recruit within a broader talent pool, it is a prestigious institution
and does not face political opposition to hiring on a pan-European basis (Hertig et al. 2010).
Combining expertise from national supervisors and benefiting from more comprehensive
supervisory data and cross-border comparisons might give rise to synergy effects. An opt-in
country might benefit relatively from the increased supervisory efficiency, the ECB’s
reputation and high-quality, consistent SSM supervisory standards (“best practice”). Those
benefits should be most significantly experienced by those countries where the existing
quality of supervision is rather questionable, i.e. supervisors are not prudent enough and prone
to forbearance and national/inaction bias or where supervisory standards are simply less
developed (i.e. CEE countries). Moreover, potential spillovers of micro- and macroprudential
measures taken at the SSM level to the opt-in country should be better monitored and
mitigated within the SSM, as opposed to dealing with spillovers as an “out”.13 Nevertheless,
along with reduction of national options and constraining the supervisory discretion within the
SSM, flexibility of national supervisory policies will be constrained in the CEE countries
when they decide to opt in.

13

This problem is magnified by the asymmetry in the size of banking sectors in euro and non-euro countries.
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3.3. Better communication between national supervisors and improved “home-host”
relations
Non-euro countries, in particular from CEE, are mostly host countries with systemic
presence of foreign capital (mostly from euro area) in their banking sectors. The
communication and flow of information between home and host countries is sometimes far
from desired, even within supervisory colleges. Potential improvement of financial standing
of parent banks in home countries in the euro area might also contribute to strengthening the
condition of their branches/subsidiaries in non-euro host countries. Opting in is also highly
desired for the development of internal market and the effectiveness of the single rulebook.
As the ECB is the supervisor of both parent banks and their subsidiaries within the SSM, this
might streamline communication and reduce/internalize coordination problems between home
and host supervisory authorities and unsound reasons for protectionist behavior on behalf of
domestic banks (national forbearance) at the expense of subsidiaries (Národná Banka
Slovenska 2012). Supervisory college becomes irrelevant since any decision concerning any
entity operating in the banking group is made by the entire Supervisory Board within an
exclusively internal SSM process (Reich and Kawalec 2015). This improvement in crossborder cooperation might be especially helpful in crisis management. However, the
effectiveness of the internal SSM mechanisms requires ensuring the ECB takes into due
account interests of both (former) host and home countries. Opt-in countries, in addition to
having a vote in the Supervisory Board might also be granted access to supervisory data
concerning parent banks and have a chance to participate in joint supervisory teams dealing
with parent banks. This would not be possible, should they remain outside the SSM.

3.4. Some (limited) reduction of sovereign-bank nexus
The ECB in its supervisory capacity, while monitoring risks within the SSM, may limit the
build-up of excessive risks arising from purchasing (national) sovereign debt by banks.
However, demand for sovereign debt results from preferential treatment of sovereign debt in
capital and liquidity requirements, eligibility for liquidity operations with the central bank and
other reasons (ESRB 2015). More risk-sharing14 within the SSM is, therefore, not a sufficient
14

As Belke and Gros (2015) argue, a fully-fledged banking union might have increased shock absorbing
properties basing on the examples of the way regional financial shocks have been absorbed at the federal level
in the US. However, large cross-border or cross regional banks in EU can mitigate the local impact of local
financial shocks, but they also propagate shocks to the overall financial system to all regions in which they play
an important role. This stabilizing effect of this mechanism in the whole EU would work only if the supervisor
(the ECB) allows banks to maintain foreign exposure and to recapitalize their subsidiaries. Another condition

11

remedy for the sovereign-bank nexus, especially in case of large banks. The SSM on its own
is unable to break the sovereign-bank bias completely and the ECB might probably only try to
limit home bias, impose concentration limits for government bonds and ensure more adequate
capital requirements for government bonds at banks.15 Since the fiscal background required
for safeguarding of financial stability must still be provided by the Member States, potential
contagion effects between the national governments and the banking sector have not been
eliminated completely (MNB 2014).

3.5. Improved political position
Furthermore, there are important arguments in favor of not to delay too much the decision
to join the banking union. An opt-in country might also influence the supervisory policy in the
SSM, which might be desirable from a political perspective. As the banking union project
itself is still work in progress, it is always advisable to partake from the inside in the
construction of a mechanism that the non-euro will eventually have to join anyway (Isărescu
2014). Should the SSM prove to be a “quality stamp” for banks, participating in the SSM
might improve opt-in country’s reputation and political stance in negotiating further steps in
EU financial integration. This also means inclusion into mainstream of European integration
and increases the chance to tangible influence on the banking union (e.g. via national experts
in its operational structures), as opposed to being an “out”.

3.6. Benefits for banks
The decision to opt-in should benefit also banks in opt-ins. In particular, they might profit
from harmonized supervisory framework. Common reporting requirements and asset
valuation methods as well as lower compliance costs (e.g. uniform data reporting templates)
should contribute to decrease costs of doing business and increase efficiency of SSM-wide
capital allocation. Further benefits include easier and centralized liquidity management on a
consolidated or sub-consolidated basis and improvement of group risk management in
general. Those benefits might be especially achievable in case of cross-border banks and
would foster their stability due to limited supervisory forbearance. This could strengthen
financial integration, reduce competitive distortions and ensure level playing field for all SSM
banks.
for loss absorption by ‘foreign banks’ to be stabilising is that the foreign-owned banks must be strong enough
to carry substantial losses.
15
For short discussion on this issue see Huertas (2013).
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Before opting-in, banks operating in the non-euro country have to undergo a rigorous and
impartial comprehensive assessment, which would identify any weak spots and induce
remedial actions that would ultimately strengthen the whole banking system. Therefore,
decision to opt in might result in ensuring banks are equipped with a prudent amount of
capital.
In consequence, banks supervised within the effective SSM might be perceived by
financial market investors as more attractive and safer (higher regulatory standards), with
access to credible and well-capitalized backstops, therefore enjoy lower wholesale funding
costs and risk premia, as well as easier access to liquidity and higher ratings.16 The banking
system in an opt-in country might, therefore, be seen as more stable in general. Nonetheless,
contributing to the Single Resolution Fund, along with SSM supervisory fees will directly
burden banks in an opt-in country.

3.7. Stronger resolution regime and mutualization of resolution costs
According to Goyal et al. (2013) an effective resolution mechanism would facilitate
intervention in a timely manner to address weak banks and prevent contagion across the
system. A single resolution authority would support market discipline and should minimize
the costs of failing individual banks. The creation of the SRM is a logical consequence of the
SSM as it ensures that both supervisory and resolution competences are at the same level of
competence. Together with the EDIS and a lender of last resort it would enhance the capacity
to cope with shocks that may overwhelm any individual economy. A credible SRM would
address coordination and burden-sharing problems related to cross-border failures and
internalize associated externalities. This would also limit the potential burden on taxpayers
through bailing in banks’ shareholders and creditors and tapping from the Single Resolution
Fund when necessary. Also EC (2013) notes that the SRM should ensure a uniform
implementation of the EU level bank resolution rules and procedures in the banking union
countries. It should also be noted that contrary to the SSM, in the SRM the opt-in countries
have equal rights to participate in Single Resolution Board, which is the decision-making

16
Fitch Ratings (2013) does not anticipate any short-term impact on banks’ ratings from the introduction of
banking union. However, if it is implemented successfully and meets objectives of achieving harmonised
supervision at a heightened level and more effective capital allocation, the indirect and more long-term effect
on Viability Ratings should be positive. More objective and credible mechanisms for the resolution of banks by
an independent authority could, however, ultimately weaken state support for banks’ creditors.
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body responsible for resolution planning and implementing resolution measures. Participation
in the SRM will remove the distortions of competition caused by divergences in the national
resolution practices and the lack of a unified decision-making process.
An important element of the SRM is also a Single Resolution Fund which will ensure
financing for resolution procedures. Mutualization of resolution costs should contribute to
quick resolution actions and limit the costs borne at the national level. A single fund from the
start would have available funds at potentially higher amount than separate national funds and
would partially offset burden–sharing problem of financing resolution process of a large
cross-border bank and the problem of mutual loans between national funds (NBP 2014). This
should significantly reduce the risk of uncoordinated action when a bank gets in difficulties
which may give rise to competitive distortions for banks. Consequently, the SRM should
contribute to restoring a level-playing field among credit institutions in the banking union.

3.8. Mutualized deposit insurance scheme and access to common fund
The initial EC’s proposal on the EDIS as a third banking union pillar makes the project
complete and enables the transfer the responsibility for financial stability to the banking union
level. In this paragraph we provide assessment of the EDIS, should it be introduced according
to this initial proposal. The banking union with responsibility for supervision, resolution and
deposit insurance located at the same level should be effective and incentive-compatible. Optin countries and euro area banking union members have equal rights in the EDIS, according to
the initial proposal. The EDIS construction is directly derived from the concept of a European
Reinsurance Fund presented by Gros (2013) by applying the principles of subsidiarity and reinsurance to deposit insurance. The creation of the DIF further reduces the links between
financial condition of banks and that of the state.17 It should also prevent deposit flight from
countries where the fiscal situation is so weak that depositors come to doubt the state’s ability
to fulfill its deposit insurance obligations (Národná Banka Slovenska 2012). The DIS is to act
as a back-up for national DGSs (apart from emergency financing from national sources) that
17
However, neither the existing national funds nor the DIF is likely to be large enough to resolve major financial
crises and will have to rely on coverage by public budgets in the form of either guarantees or cash. If it
becomes necessary to use money from the single fund to a greater extent, this will again give rise to
expectations that strong countries will have to increase their public debts to help weaker countries, and
sovereign risk may thus start to rise again in the euro area as a whole. In such case, the banking union will act
as an accelerator of, rather than a barrier to, the spread of systemic risk (CNB 2013). The example of Cyprus
shows that a deposit insurance scheme is only as good as the sovereign backing it. The banking union in its
current form does not address this. The failure of the Portuguese Banco Espirito Santo also shows the
limitations of effective resolution in fiscally weak countries (Beck 2014).
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experience systemic shock depleting their own resources. The experience with Spain and
Ireland has shown that such systemic shocks can certainly arise. Depositor confidence would
be strengthened when a credible back-up for national DGS funds is at place.
However, there is still doubt whether the DIF would potentially be more efficient in case of
a systemic crisis than a net of national DSG funds18, as its financial capacity will be just the
sum of national DGS funds, and thus kept relatively low in comparison to the size of
European SIFIs. Thus, creation of the DIS would not lead to significant risk reduction, but
rather risk mutualization at the banking union level, smoothing cross-border shocks, reducing
financial market fragmentation and encouraging banks to expand their operations within the
banking union. Also better cooperation between national DGSs in the banking union in
responding to cross-border bank failures can be expected.
All of this would clearly benefit opt-in CEEs with high presence of foreign capital in their
banking sectors. Further, creation of the EDIS should also incentivize the national DGS funds
to reach the target levels earlier than specified in the DGS Directive, as this is the prerequisite
to tap the DIF. However, this could also disincentive them to increase their DGS funds above
the required minimum target level. Still, emergency backstop arrangements for the DIF need
to be put in place. Yet, until the EDIS is created, national DGS funds in opt-ins would have to
cover payouts resulting from bank failures on which national authorities had only limited
influence because decisions (supervision and resolution) were taken at the banking union
level. Summing up, opting-in during the transition period - before the creation of EDIS - is
still risky.
Nevertheless, for the time being, discussed benefits are mostly of theoretical nature and
potential because the SSM/SRM have not yet fully proven their effectiveness. Therefore, it is
difficult to juxtapose assessments of the banking union and an established national safety nets.
Moreover, those benefits are interdependent, e.g. improvements in bank supervision within
the SSM will likely lead to increased stability of and confidence in the banking system. Yet,
the benefits discussed can be achieved probably no sooner than in the medium to long-term.

18

Given the current (low) financial potential of the guarantee funds in the EU countries it should be noted that
- apart from a few cases - they do not represent a strong backstop, which may in difficult circumstances
undermine public confidence. Even with the pooling of all available resources of guarantee schemes on the EU
level, they are unable to deal with a hypothetical insolvency of any G-SIB (Iwanicz-Drozdowska et al. 2015).
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4. Risks of opting-in
Joining the banking union as an opt-in country also brings several risks which are partly a
result of the limited rights of the opt-in countries as opposed to euro area members of the
banking union. Some of those risks are due to weaknesses in the construction of the banking
union and faced by all its members, while other risks for opt-ins (in particular from CEE)
arise due to the specifies and the level of development of the domestic banking sectors.

4.1. Limited influence over decision-making process within the SSM
Due to treaty constraints, the ECB Governing Council is ultimately responsible for taking
all ECB decisions and opt-ins cannot directly influence them as they currency is not the euro.
The opt-in countries participate with voting rights in the Supervisory Board of the SSM. In
this way, an opt-in country could at least influence decisions concerning the parent banks of
its local subsidiaries, which would not be possible for an “out”. Nevertheless, the Supervisory
Board only drafts decisions. The opt-ins lose most of supervisory sovereignty by shifting
majority of decision-making power to the ECB and are clearly at a disadvantage - there is an
unequal treatment of the SSM members. The creation of the Mediation Panel (to resolve
differences of views expressed by the SSM members regarding an objection of the Governing
Council to a draft decision by the Supervisory Board) does not seem to be a sufficient solution
to mitigate the reduced role of opt-ins in decision-making process.19 Yet, to date this decisionmaking mechanism has functioned well, and there are no publicly reported cases when the
ECB Governing Council has not adopted the decision as proposed by the Supervisory Board.

4.2. Opt-ins lack access to backstops
While banks in the euro area have access to the ECB liquidity facilities and the ESM
funds, opt-ins still have to rely on national backstops.20 This uneven level playing field does
not support consistency and stability of the banking union, creating a two-tier system. Should,
as a result, banks in opt-ins without recourse to backstops be perceived by investors as less
19
As the Mediation Panel consists of central bank governors from the Governing Council of the ECB and
members of the Supervisory Board, opt-ins will be represented only by members of the Supervisory Board, as
opposed to euro area SSM members present in both bodies constituting the Mediation Panel.
20
Access to common liquidity and fiscal backstops is important for the non-euro CEE countries, because (i) they
still have large external liabilities, though many of their subsidiaries are now less reliant on foreign parent bank
funding than before the crisis; (ii) banks in non-euro CEE countries typically hold less bail-inable funds (other
than uninsured deposits) than euro area banking groups operating in the region. The non-euro CEE countries
are, therefore, more likely to benefit from the risk-sharing aspect of the SRF or other common backstop (IMF
2015).
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credible and less competitive than those in euro area, it might lead to distortions on the single
market. This problem might be partly mitigated by the establishment of the EDIS as costs of
instability/failure of banks in opt-ins (i.a. deposit payouts) would no longer be covered from
national sources only.

4.3. Opting-out is risky
In order to compensate the limited SSM decision making powers for opt-ins, they were
given an option to exit the banking union. An opt-in country can at any time, after lapse of
three years, terminate close cooperation upon its request or the ECB can suspend or terminate
it (see section 2). However, this apparent bonus option can entail significant risks. It seems
probable that “opting-out” would spur negative shift in market sentiment, reduce the
attractiveness of an “outing” non-euro country for investors and result in capital outflows.
Apart from that, reorganizing in the short term supervisory structures at the national level
creates many operational risks. Leaving the SSM would automatically means leaving the
SRM/SRF and the EDIS/DIF. In such situation, a non-euro country would be forced to
establish national resolution and DGS funds in accordance with the BRRD and DGS Directive
requirements. Although the SRM and draft EDIS Regulations foresee the recoupment of
contributions paid in to the SRF and DIF by an opt-in country, it is an open issue how much
of those funds would actually be returned. This poses risks for the financial stability of
“outing” country. What is more, according to Darvas and Wolff (2013) the opt-out clause
caters for concerns but comes at a significant price. In particular, it introduces significant
uncertainty about the permanence of the geographical coverage of the SSM and may
negatively impact the consistency of the whole mechanism.

4.4. The SSM might not be more efficient than national supervisor
Centralization of supervisory tasks is not in itself a sufficient prerequisite for an increase in
effectiveness of supervision. The case of operational effectiveness of task division between
the ECB and national supervisors, as laid out in the SSM Framework Regulation, remains
open. It appears, however, possible that the ECB will de facto become a standard setter in
supervisory practices and most Member States would eventually have to apply those
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standards (Darvas and Wolff 2013). The ECB as a single supervisor will probably “have an
upper hand” over national supervisors and might resolve disputes with national supervisors in
ECB’s favor.21
An opt-in country risks outflow of experienced, high-quality human capital to the ECB
from national supervisory authority. Drainage of resources would be coupled with increased
supervisory tasks within the SSM and loss of autonomy in bank supervision. It is still unclear
whether adding another, centralized supervisory layer (the ECB) will bring more added-value
and balance increased administrative and bureaucratic supervisory process within the SSM.
The ECB also faces higher reputational risk in conducting its supervisory function and
safeguarding its reputation (as a monetary authority). Moreover, vesting within a single
institution (the ECB) – microprudential, macroprudential and monetary policies, might further
lead to overburdening, operational risk and internal conflicts of interests. Granting in mid2015 ELA to Greek banks with questionable financial standing can serve as an example of
conflict between monetary and supervisory interests. There is also the risk of lack of adequate
democratic accountability and transparency of a very powerful authority. Moreover, it
remains unclear how efficiently the cooperation between different banking union bodies as
concerns the decision-making process will work in crisis situations.

4.5. Partially reduced flexibility in macroprudential policy
An opt-in country like each banking union member will still, as a rule, have flexibility in
terms of applying macroprudential tools but the ECB may (on its own initiative or upon
request of a national authority) apply more stringent measures aimed at addressing systemic
or macroprudential risks at the level of credit institutions. The macroprudential powers of the
ECB apply only to harmonized tools specified in the CRDIV/CRR. The use of other
macroprudential measures (e.g. leverage ratio, caps on LTV and DTI ratios) is up to the
national macroprudential authority.
Macroprudential powers give the ECB the chance to counter potential national inaction
bias when systemic risk is not timely recognized and addressed at the national level. Yet, at
the same time, it may also - perversely - reinforce national inaction bias by inducing
overreliance of national supervisors on the ECB incentive to take remedial action, irrespective

21

However, this risk might be mitigated by efficient cooperation between the SSM and the EBA. The
involvement of the EBA gives a chance to provide an EU view, as opposed to the euro area view on the
harmonization of supervisory practices and limit any negative effects on non-euro area countries arising from
supervisory convergence and limitation of national regulatory options/discretion.
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whether or not any national macroprudential measures are introduced. In its legal option to the
CRDIV/CRR draft regulations the ECB expressed its support for the full flexibility of national
authorities to adjust and impose stricter prudential requirements for macroprudential purposes
(ECB 2012). As argued at that time by the ECB, structural differences and specific features of
the national financial systems justify such an approach. Having unconstrained
macroprudential policy at the national level should – at least in theory – allow for more
effective mitigation of local systemic risks by the national macroprudential authority. This is
especially important in case of converging (e.g. CEE) economies that are prone to boom-andbust cycles and build-up of local imbalances.
As the use of macroprudential tools within the SSM is subject to notification procedure, it
still remains unclear how (the ECB and a national authority) will “duly consider” the
objection of one another, before proceeding with the final decision to introduce or apply more
stringent measures. It is also uncertain how in practice the national authority can relax
macroprudential policy measures after their initial tightening by the ECB. Moreover, is seems
rather improbable that a national macroprudential authority within the SSM will introduce a
measure that was negatively assessed by the ECB upon notification. Moreover, a conflict
could emerge in an opt-in country in case of lax national monetary policy and tight
macroprudential policy pursued by the ECB.22

4.6. Banks in opt-ins might be “too small to matter”
The SSM may also not be as effective as national supervisory authority towards banks in
an opt-in country. This might be due to enormous scope of the SSM itself but also result from
lack of systemic significance of local banks from the SSM, as opposed to national
perspective. The problems in the banking sectors of large and systemically important
countries may be solved at the expense of small open market economies which are relatively

22
It is of primary importance that the supervisory guidelines set by the ECB on the implementation of capital
requirements do not clash with comparable monetary policy actions in non-euro-area countries. In particular,
governments could exert political pressure on their central banks’ monetary policy when a disagreement that
cannot be solved in the current governing bodies of the SSM emerges. For instance, the ECB may have a stricter
interpretation of the application of capital requirements, which may be in conflict with an expansionary
monetary policy in those non-EMU countries or may even affect the domestic government’s borrowing costs.
This inconsistency could distort the implementation of ECB supervisory policies and become a potential barrier
to the level playing field that a banking union requires. It also raises the question of whether a true banking
union can be created with financial systems outside the boundaries of the monetary union (Valiante 2014).
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less important to the euro area as a whole (Národná Banka Slovenska 2012).23 Thus, local
systemic risks might be underestimated and neglected within the SSM (“too small to matter”)
with adopted solutions focused on banking groups (or parent banks from home countries), as
the ECB will supervise credit institutions mainly on a consolidated basis (Zettelmeyer et al.
2012).
Since the ECB would have ultimate decision-making power and full supervisory
information about credit institutions in an opt-in country, it should therefore take
responsibility for their condition.24 This issue may arise in many of (potential opt-in) CEE
(host) countries with relatively limited importance of local subsidiaries of banks domiciled in
(home) euro area countries for the group as a whole. This would usually contrast with
systemic importance of subsidiaries’ activities for host/opt-in countries.
Yet, there are counterarguments to such view. As calculations of Darvas and Wolff (2013)
show, for most CEE countries, should they opt-in, banks not covered by the SSM would
constitute 25-50% of banking sector assets. Therefore, most of local banks would remain
under the scope of indirect supervision and thus some balance between the ECB (direct)
supervision and national (indirect) supervision would be retained. Such solution allows to
effectively cross-check if there are any inconsistencies in risk assessment between national
and banking union level. Moreover, local risks may also become systemic and warrant the
ECB’s attention. Moreover, the ECB is also able to take over form a national supervisor if the
latter has not performed effectively. The reputation risk for the ECB should likewise lead to
proper assessment of risks on both local and banking union levels.

23

Source of risks is the promotion of the concept of group interest and solidarity of intra-group support, i.e. the
prioritization of the interests of the entire bank group, possibly even to the detriment of its individual
autonomous members (CNB 2013).
24
Though not de jure, but de facto, the SSM may create a two-tier supervisory regime, as small banks will
remain under a separate regime of national supervision. There is a risk for the ECB that Member States will
have an incentive to shift competence to the ECB when trouble is imminent. In addition, the two-tier system
may create competitive distortions that will be exacerbated by the fact that small banks will be allowed to
remain under national accounting standards, rather than having to use IFRS, as all banks directly supervised by
the ECB will have to (Speyer 2013). Moreover, as within the SSM supervisory colleges will cease to exist, there
are no possibilities for an opt-in country to resort to binding mediation of the EBA in case of a dispute with the
ECB (Reich and Kawalec 2015).
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4.7. Centralized capital and liquidity management
Moreover, the ECB might be inclined to apply supervisory requirements at the highest
level of consolidation, thus enabling centralized capital and liquidity management within the
SSM. This might foster more free flow of funds between parent and subsidiaries, not
necessarily to the benefit and stability of subsidiaries in host opt-ins.25 CNB (2013) underlines
the potential risk of disadvantageous and destabilizing transfers of liquidity and assets from
domestic banks under the banner of the group interest. It would be particularly risky should
parent banks convert large and possibly also systemically important subsidiaries into legally
dependent branches. Therefore, balancing host and home financial stability concerns within
the SSM will be challenging. The ECB within the SSM might thus be better than separate
national supervisors at addressing cross-border issues but less effective at identifying and
containing local systemic risks. This is the reason why national supervisors should be
involved.

4.8. Complicated and potentially inefficient decision-making process within the SRM
The construction of the SRM is too complicated. In case of bank resolution and crisis
management time is of the essence, therefore resolution process has to be quick and efficient,
especially in case of restructuring a large cross-border bank. Therefore, the SRB decisionmaking process should take into account the need to act swiftly. Nevertheless, reaching a final
resolution decision under the current decision-making procedures within the SRM seems to be
both too complicated and time-consuming and involving too many institutions at the
European level (including the Council, European Commission). Therefore, deciding on the
resolution "over the weekend" is less than plausible. Also any modifications in resolution
scheme require time-consuming procedures and approval at the highest level. In addition, it
will be challenging to ensure the centralization of the resolution process and at the same time
the right balance between home and host countries (NBP 2014). This is especially a source of
concern when taking into account transnational implications of resolution at the expense of
opt-ins.

25
The ECB expects hidden barriers to disappear and liquidity and capital management to take place at the SSM
level. Thus, the movement towards subsidiarisation observed in other parts of the world has no justification
inside the SSM perimeter (Constâncio 2014). Nevertheless, this could contribute to more efficient allocation of
capital in the banking union and reduce the risk of abrupt cross-border outflows in turbulent times.
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4.9. Gradual mutualization and the insufficient size of the SRF
Gradual mutualization is a temporary weakness of the SRF construction. As long as there
are separate national compartments, part of responsibility for financing resolution will
explicitly remain at the national level, thus not completely severing the bank-sovereign nexus.
The transitional period after which all national compartments will be merged and resolution
funds mutualized is 8 years. This might appear a rather long but mutualization will proceed
relatively quickly at the beginning, since 60% of resolution funds within the SRF will be
mutual already after 2 years. The SRF is relatively small compared to the overall assets of the
SSM banking system and also small relative to the overall capital of the sector. The target
level of the SRF is set at 1% of covered deposits of banks operating within the banking union,
which on the bases of 2011 data is estimated to be around EUR 55 billion. Even reaching such
a target level would not be enough to deal with bank resolution in case of a systemic crisis.
Schoenmaker and Gros (2012) show that this amount could suffice to resolve only one large
EU bank or two/three medium sized banks.26 Still it might be argued that any resolution fund
can only be a first-aid kit dealing with a small number of occasional accidents. Ex-ante there
is a clear intention to make the key pillar of the banking union in the euro area self-financing,
reducing the need for financial support from the budgets of the Member States. Yet, a
systemic crisis always requires a fiscal back-up. The SRM at present does not have such an
explicit backstop that would lend to the SRF should its funds be insufficient to deal with a
systemic crisis. Lack of an explicit backstop arrangements does not incentivize opting-in.
Moreover, in reality a practical problem arises. Reading of Art. 69 of the SRM Regulation
gives an impression that once the target level has been reached, contributions are no longer
needed. This might reduce an incentive for banks not to engage in risky operation due to the
fact that contributions to the SRF, which take account of the risk factor at the individual bank,

26

According to CNB (2014), the amount that will be available in the SRF and the ESM will be far from enough to
resolve any major problems in the banking sector. The combined financial capacity of the SRF and the ESM will
be less than EUR 120 billion in 2024. In 2013, the assets in the euro area banking sector totaled EUR 30 trillion
(i.e. thirty thousand billion), of which EUR 10.5 trillion represented loans to the private sector, EUR 5 trillion
interbank assets and EUR 1.7 trillion government securities. The current absence of an additional European
backstop enabling sharing of liabilities for potential banking sector losses not covered by the SRF and the ESM
thus represents one of the most important objections to the newly established banking union. Another risk
relevant to the banking union and the euro area as a whole is moral hazard resulting from expectations that
the costs of banks failures will always be covered by common funds. This view is shared by Beck (2014) –
common funding mechanism seems too small to serve for the purpose of having to restructure a relatively
large bank somewhere in Europe.
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will no longer be collected once the target level has been reached. There might also be an
increase in moral hazard due to expectations that costs of bank failure will always be (at least
to some extent) covered by common funds.
However, the size of the SRF could be kept relatively small because the SRM Regulation
established tough rules on the ‘bail in’ of shareholders and creditors before a bank can receive
financial support from the SRF. On the assumption of effective use of bail-in and since there
is a limit of the funding the SRF is authorized to provide (it can extend only up to 5% of
liabilities including own funds), De Groen and Gros (2015) have simulated that the banking
system support, as provided during the current global financial crisis, would have been
manageable with the initial size of the SRF. Nevertheless, the effectiveness and application in
practice of bail-in, thus the scope of recourse to SRF, still remain uncertain. Moreover, since
the SRM has the possibility, if needed to raise ex-post levies, despite them being pro-cyclical,
this might imply that taxpayers will be affected. The cost of contributing to future bank
rescues will be factored in by investors as an element in their decisions leading them to
demand higher risk premia. This means that the banking clients will ultimately bear the
expected cost of future rescues in the form of lower deposit rates, higher lending rates or
generally higher fees for banking services.
In sum, as opposed to the potential benefits, there are many immediate drawbacks and risks
for a non-euro country connected with joining the banking union in its current shape which
discourages from opting in. Moreover, many risks are already present in the regulation and
may materialize in the short term. Those shortcomings are mainly due to deficient structure of
the banking union pillars established within the unchanged treaty framework.
5. Policy implications
The cost/benefit analysis of opting-in is, for the time being, rather unfavorable for noneuro countries. Within the SSM, opt-ins are not on equal footing as euro area countries and
their rights and obligations are therefore asymmetric. The opt-ins renounce their autonomy in
banking supervision but are not granted full influence on the SSM decision-making process.
They are also excluded from the access to credible backstops (i.e. the ESM and ECB liquidity
facilities). It seems that the opt-ins should have some form of access to the ECB liquidity
facilities to deal with liquidity shocks.27 Signing the ESM Treaty could also be a compulsory

27

There is a need to start discussions with the ECB on short-term access to euro liquidity against non-euro
collateral of appropriate quality for domestically-owned credit institutions. This access should be seen as an
emergency facility, which can be tapped only under severe or imminent stress to non-euro area host country
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prerequisite of opting-in. The discussed drawbacks and risks cannot be easily remedied as
they would require opening lengthy and difficult legislation procedure to amend the SSM
regulation and more importantly – the treaties, e.g. the TFEU and the ESM Treaty. Only by
ensuring sound legal basis the banking union28 can be strengthened and equal treatment of all
its members regardless of their currency can be ensured. Last but not least, the opt-ins
experience also some degree of sovereignty loss, which might be important from political
perspective. Yet, it is unavoidable cost in the process of deepening financial integration. This
is, however, mitigated by sound accountability mechanisms of the banking union. Entering
the banking union upon euro accession would mitigate the majority, yet not all identified
drawbacks.29
The possible remedial actions are proposed in Table 2. As it was mentioned, many of risks
cannot be easily mitigated and require treaty changes. However, due to political constraints,
this seems not to be possible in the short term. Nevertheless, ensuring stability of the banking
union would require taking additional actions i.a. effectively tackling the sovereign-bank
nexus by strengthening capital and liquidity regulations and reducing the status of “risk free
asset” for sovereign bonds (Acharya 2012). Also some improvements could be made to the
organization of the supervisory tasks concerning the governance of the SSM bodies (Véron
2012).

financial stability. The issue is relevant for CEE countries, where a significant degree of currency substitution in
euro persists in terms of the stock of both loans and deposits e.g. in Romania (Isĉrescu 2014).
28
Policymakers should not leave the situation regarding the SSM as it is, but should amend the European
treaties promptly to create a sound legal basis for European prudential supervision. This can be done either by
reforming the institutional framework of the ECB or by enshrining a separate European banking supervisory
authority in primary law. In addition to the SSM, a change to primary law should focus on the SRM. Here, too, it
is very doubtful whether the current treaties provide a sufficiently sound and institutionally consistent legal
basis. Work should begin on making the necessary amendments to the treaties (Deutsche Bundesbank 2013).
29
If non-euro countries, whose currencies are pegged to the euro, have high levels of foreign currency
liabilities, or have a sizable presence of euro-area banks in their financial systems, adopt the euro at the same
time as they join the banking union, the benefits would likely outweigh the costs, just as it does for euro area
members currently (Goyal et al. 2013).
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Table 2. Possible ways of mitigating the most important risks of opting-in
Risks

How to mitigate?

Limited influence of
opt-ins over decisionmaking process within
the SSM

Changes at least in the TFEU, ensuring equal rights and
responsibilities of all SSM members, irrespective of their
euro area membership. This would require changes in the
SSM regulation as well. Full transfer of supervisory
decision-making powers to the Supervisory Board.
Changes at least in the TFEU and the ESM treaty ensuring
equal access to backstops for both euro and non-euro SSM
members, including possibility of direct recapitalization of
all SSM banks.30 Signing the (amended) ESM treaty as an
additional prerequisite for opting-in. Swap arrangements
between the ECB and national central banks for liquidity
support.
Establish fair, balanced and detailed opting-out conditions,
not solely dependent on the ECB’s discretion. This would
require changes in the SSM regulation.

Opt-ins lacking access
to fiscal and liquidity
backstops

Opting-out

SSM
supervisory
efficiency

Some reduction of
flexibility
in
macroprudential policy
“Too small to matter”
banks in opt-ins and
centralized capital and
liquidity management
The inefficiency of
SRM decision-making
process
The SRF is not
mutualized from the
start

Establish a sound and balanced cooperation framework
between the ECB and national supervisors in practice.
Achieve synergy effect without undue drainage of national
resources. Strengthen the cooperation between the EBA and
the SSM on the single rulebook.
Constrain ECB rights to set more stringent macroprudential
measures. This would require changes in the SSM regulation
and more detailed explanation of division of responsibilities
for macroprudential policy within the SSM.
Increased involvement of national supervisors. Analyzing
systemic importance also in national dimension. Prudent
SSM policy of waivers for the application of prudential
requirements.
Reduce the number of EU institutions involved in the
decision-making process. Establish clear rules of
cooperation in case of resolution.
This problem expires with full mutualization of SRF in
2024. Risks in transition period can be mitigated by
increased pace of mutualization, higher contributions or
bridge financing (e.g. additional credit lines, guarantees etc.)

Possibility of
mitigation
Not probable in the
short term, political
constraints. Fully
mitigated by joining
the euro area.
Not probable in the
short term, political
constraints. Fully
mitigated by joining
the euro area.
Average, probable
in the medium term.
Fully mitigated by
joining the euro
area.
Average, probably
in the medium term.

Average, probable
in the medium term.
Average, probably
in the medium term.
Not probable in the
short term, political
constraints.
Requires legislative
changes.
A temporary
problem.

30

An alternative solution could include creating a separate fund (in close cooperation with SRF) for non-euro
countries that could serve as backstop for opt-ins. However, as more EU countries would (probably) join the
euro area, this might be perceived only as an interim solution.
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Insufficient target level
of SRF and DIF funds

Increase banks’ contributions.31 Enhance pooling of
resolution and DGS funds.

Not probable in the
short term, political
constraints. Banks
are
already
burdened with other
new
regulatory
contributions.

Source: own work.

Nevertheless, non-euro countries have also an “option” to remain outside the banking union
until the adoption of the euro.32 There are also both risks and benefits of such a solution. The
most important is that staying outside the banking union means keeping full autonomy in both
supervisory, resolution and deposit payout decisions. This means that the national authority
retain the right to take independent decisions to safeguard domestic financial stability. This
might be especially important in crisis management. As stipulated in the BRRD, a resolution
authority has the right to reject a group resolution scheme and take independent resolution
measures. When within the banking union, opt-ins would have only partial influence on the
resolution process in the SRM.
A country remaining outside the banking union, and in particular a host CEE country,
would have to deal mainly with one home supervisor - the ECB. The reduced number of
parties representing home countries from the SSM (coordinated by the ECB) within the
supervisory colleges foster cross-border cooperation and crisis management with host
countries outside the SSM. Work and communication in supervisory colleges is streamlined
31
The problem of reaching the target level of SRF can be solved in two ways. One way would be to keep
assessing contributions even after the fund has reached its target level, but provide banks with a refund based
on their passed contributions. The ongoing contributions would then be based on current risk levels (in terms
of riskiness and magnitude of insured deposits), thus providing the right incentives. Another approach would
be to define a target level for the stake each bank has in the resolution fund. This stake is given by the sum of
its past contributions to the fund. This would be subtly different from the usual approach of defining an annual
contribution based on present risk levels. A simple way to ensure that the incentive effect of risk based
contributions is preserved beyond the transition period is to stipulate that the annual contributions have to be
paid each year, irrespective of the size of the fund. But there would be an additional rule that each bank
receives also a transfer back which is proportional to its share in the total pot accumulated so far. Under this
approach the incentive effects of the risk based factors would persists even after the target level has been
reached (Belke and Gros 2015).
32
It may be also possible to create an ‘associate member’ status in the banking union for non-euro area
countries. Unlike their euro area counterparts, they would not give up supervisory control, nor would they
benefit from the European Stability Mechanism. However, the ECB could give them access to euro liquidity – in
the form of foreign-exchange swap lines against domestic collateral. In return, national supervisors would
agree to share information with the ECB and to a periodic review of their supervisory policies. Swap lines would
be committed from one review period to the next, and rolled over subject to the satisfactory completion of the
review (Berglöf et al. 2012).
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(as common guidelines are followed by the SSM-countries). This, however, in fact depends
on the ECB and how it will perceive its relations with the EU countries outside of the banking
union.
Not opting-in entails also important risks. In such a scenario, a country outside the banking
union will have to bear all the costs of financial crisis, while within the SRM and EDIS those
burdens will be shared. Not opting-in means also not participating in the mainstream of the
European financial integration and might further isolate a non-euro country on the EU
political arena. Nevertheless, the banking union will still have indirect effects on the domestic
financial systems in “outs”, due to the significant share of foreign ownership (mainly form the
euro area) in the CEE banking sector assets. According to Fitch Ratings (2013) estimates, in
case of non-euro countries the proportion of banking system that will indirectly fall under the
SSM varies from 85-95% in Croatia and Czech Republic to 55-60% in Poland and Hungary.
There is also risk of conversion of local subsidiary of a SSM bank in an “out” into a branch,
which would mean the transfer of even more supervisory power to the home supervisor - the
ECB. This might not be preferable from the perspective of national supervisors, as their
powers over branches are limited.
Moreover, should the banking union prove its effectiveness and ensure stability, banks
headquartered in the SSM countries might shrink activities of their branches and subsidiaries
established in “opting-out” countries and transfer their activities to the SSM countries, yet
such risk remains low33, as evidenced by the first year of the SSM functioning. However, in
“outs” increases in capital requirements for the largest credit institutions (Danmarks
Nationalbank 2015) and stricter prudential supervision might be warranted.
6. Assessing non-euro countries willingness to opt-in
The balance of benefits and risk of opting-in varies between non-euro countries. The
decision to opt-in has to balance on the one hand, the assessment of the banking union and on
the other, the status quo of the national safety net. One may assume that more willingness to
opt-in would have non-euro counties with:

33
The immediate risk related to reducing the activities of subsidiaries of major banking groups established in
non-participating countries may not be very high, but uncertainty, including about discriminatory measures
against non-participating Member States by the home supervisor of the parent bank, could limit the activities
of large financial groups in non-participating Member States and also in non-EU countries (Darvas and Wolff
2013).
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Table 3. Status quo in potential opt-ins

Country

Share of
foreign
ownership
(1)

Size of
the
banking
system
(2)

Concentration
in the banking
sector (3)

Presence
of SIFIs
(4)

Financial
capacity
of
national
DGS (5)

Perspecti
ve of euro
adoption
(6)

Official optin assessment
(7)

BG

75.1

99.4

55.0/0.083

0

4.87

No

Positive since
mid-2014
(BNB 2014)

HR

90.4

133.7

72.3/0.136

0

N/A

Possible
2019

No rush
(Vujþiü 2013)

CZ

92.3

120.0

61.3/0.095

0

1.64

No

DK

12.2

343.1

68.1/0.119

1

1.72

Opt-out

HU

47.1

95.7

52.5/0.091

0

0.96

No

PL

59.1

89.6

48.3/0.066

0

1.69

No

RO

90.2

52.8

54.2/0.080

0

2.97

Possibly
later than
2019

SE

6.7

402.2

58.5/0.088

4

2.41

No

UK

37.2

499.2

38.9/0.046

6

-0.17

Opt-out

Not positive,
"wait and see"
(Ministry of
Finance of the
Czech
Republic
2015)
Positive
(Danmarks
Nationalbank
2015, Danish
government
2015)
Not positive,
"wait and see"
(MNB 2014)
Not positive,
"wait and see"
(NBP 2014)
Positive,
(NBR 2014)
Not joining in
the
foreseeable
future (Borg
2013)
Not joining

Notes:
1 - data H1 2015 (in % of banking system assets)
2 - total banking assets to GDP, data H1 2015 (in %)
3 - CR5 (share of 5 largest credit institutions in % of total assets)/Herfindahl index, data end 2014
4 - based on the EBA list of global systemically important institutions operating in the EU in 2014 (the list
includes not only global systemically important institutions (G-SIIs), but also other large institutions with an
overall exposure measure of more than EUR 200 billion)
5 - due to lack or early stages of establishing resolution funds, financial capacity of DGS (defined as
accumulated funds/covered deposits in %) is used as a proxy, unweighted EU average is 0.31%
6 - official target dates in national documents
7 - opinions in official national documents or made by public officials
Source: own calculations basing on the ECB Consolidated Banking Data, Iwanicz-Drozdowska et al. (2015),
www.imf.org, www.eba.europa.eu/risk-analysis-and-data/global-systemically-important-institutions.
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•

significant share of foreign ownership in banking system assets;

•

large size of the banking system assets in nominal terms and in relation to GDP;

•

significant presence of SIFIs;

•

weak condition of the banking system and experiencing distress in the financial markets;

•

lower supervisory standards and forbearance;

•

insufficient financial capacity of the national resolution fund;

•

perspective of joining the euro area in the close future (becoming an “equal” member of
the banking union).
Not all of the abovementioned criteria can be easily assessed (see Table 3) and their

relative importance among potential opt-ins is likely to differ. Even the preliminary analysis
of Table 3 shows that countries currently staying outside the banking union can be divided
into two groups: first group composed of Denmark, Sweden and the UK, and second group the CEE countries. The foreign ownership is high in CEE countries ranging from 55% in
Hungary to 93% in Czech Republic, while for the first group countries these numbers are
significantly lower (only 6% in Sweden). There are also big differences between these two
groups when we look at the size of the banking sector. The CEE countries have less
developed banking sectors with total banking assets to GDP around 100%. This is much lower
than the EU average closer to which are Denmark, Sweden and the UK with their banking
sectors three times larger than the national GDP. Furthermore, in those countries banks of
significant importance are present, while in CEE countries no G-SIFIs have been identified by
the EBA. However, it does not exclude the fact that CEE countries have their local systemic
institutions, yet not systemic from the EU perspective. The financial capacity of DGS, in
many non-euro countries exceed the EU average which suggest strong and robust financial
safety net.
However, political issues seem to have the most impact on the decision to opt-in. One
might even risk saying that political willingness can be in practice more important than
economic judgement. The perspective of the euro adoption in CEEs is not fixed and there is
limited appetite for opting-in. Additionally, as IMF (2015) notes, economies where local
banking systems are dominated by euro area banks (e.g., Czech Republic, Croatia) face a
trade-off between gaining more information and involvement in discussions and decisions
concerning euro area parent banks versus ceding full control over intra-group cross-border
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capital and liquidity flows. For the time being, only Romania, Bulgaria and Denmark made a
positive assessment of the opt-in option, while others (Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary)
adopt a “wait-and-see” approach.
Lízal (2014) points out that view on the banking union may be different from perspective
of various Member States, depending in particular on:
•

membership in the euro area,

•

impact of financial crisis on stability of national banking sector so far, e.g. need to
recapitalize banks,

•

costs spent on stabilizing national banking sectors so far,

•

position of banks and their supervisors in the single EU market.
A euro area home country with high presence of internationally active banks and which has

been significantly impacted be the financial crisis and has thus incurred high costs of
stabilizing national banking sector would assess the banking union positively. According to
Lízal (2014), the banking union might also be beneficial for countries having less stable fiscal
situations and facing problems in their financial sectors or difficulties with financing their
economies, as it was basically created as a response to problems within the euro area. Opting
in might also be more attractive should the discussed drawbacks be remedied and should the
number of “out’s” in the EU decrease materially. IMF (2015) presents a taxonomy of country
characteristics and policy objectives while assessing whether joining the banking union could
help or hinder their achievement. IMF (2015) notes that the risk-sharing preferences, degree
of real or financial integration, economic flexibility, monetary and fiscal policies are key
factors that have to be taken into account when assessing opt-in option.
Schoenmaker and Siegmann (2013), using game theory, analyse countries’ costs and
benefits of participation in the banking union by simulating the resolution of the top 25
European banks and assessing its effectiveness in home-host terms. As far as net benefits for
non-euro countries are concerned, the UK and Sweden would achieve the most benefits, while
the balance for all CEE countries would be negative, yet only slightly below zero – with the
exception of Poland with net effect of -5%.
In terms of scope of credit institutions covered in opt-ins, results by Darvas and Wolff
(2013) indicate that for most non-euro countries participation would lead to a large share of
their assets being covered but relatively low numbers of banks. For countries outside the
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SSM, only branches of large SSM banks will fall under ECB supervision, which will be
supervised by the ECB on consolidated basis. For opt-ins in CEE the SSM coverage would
mainly relate to subsidiaries of the euro area banks and the three biggest local banks.
It seems reasonable to agree with the conclusion of Darvas and Wolff (2013) that non-euro
countries where significant share of subsidiaries is controlled by euro area banks and where
strong interlinkages with the SSM exist, should establish close cooperation with the ECB.
Nonetheless, one may also argue the opposite – remaining outside the SSM allows defending
own national position. At the same time “outs” should care for establishing robust MoUs with
the SSM. The non-participation in the banking union can be viewed as a disadvantage only if
the banking union will be perceived as an environment with higher regulatory standards,
better compliance with, and enforcement of, such standards, and better financial securing of
banking sector losses thanks to the common resolution fund and the fiscal mechanism of the
banking union by comparison with conditions in countries outside the banking and monetary
union (CNB 2014).

7. Conclusions
The analysis shows that for the time being, the balance between benefits and risks of
opting-in is rather unfavorable and uncertain. Opting-in to the banking union does not seem to
be an optimal solution for a non-euro country where national supervision is strong and
prudent, and where financial capacity of deposit guarantee and resolution funds is high. This
negative assessment results from numerous weaknesses in the construction of the banking
union. As a consequence, it seems optimal for a non-euro country not to opt-in now but to join
the banking union upon euro adoption. Another solution is to wait until the institutional
framework of the banking union is strengthened.
Even if a non-euro country decides to remain outside the banking union for the foreseeable
future, it should be able to effectively pursue financial stability. The banking union solutions
should not be forced upon the “outs” and they should have right to decide on their
participation in the burden-sharing in case of resolution of cross-border banks and potential
transformation of a subsidiary of a SSM-group operating in a CEE country into a branch.
One should remember that the success of the banking union depends on its scope. Ensuring
the widest possible membership in the banking union is beneficial for all its members as it
reduces unwanted single market fragmentation (a two-tier supervision in the EU), enhances
the scope of the single rulebook and limits regulatory arbitrage. This calls for implementing
changes that will encourage non-euro countries to opt-in. In a steady state, the construction of
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the banking union should strive to the model of a “fully fledged banking union”, i.e. with high
degree of bank risk-sharing and full scope of supranational bank supervision as opposed to
preventive or corrective model (Skuodis 2014). To achieve this, treaty changes are inevitable
(building the so-called „steel-framed” banking union, Véron 2013). One should not forget that
political factors also play a significant role in deciding to opt-in and could sometimes
overshadow the economic rationale. Moreover, the experiences of a “first mover” – a noneuro country that first decides to opt-in – can serve as a decisive factor to opt-in. Still, it
seems that the more countries opt-in, the more marginalized “outs” become, thus the
willingness to opt-in might increase.
Yet there are also fears that the idea of the banking union is not fully compatible with the
integrity of the internal market and financial integration. Should the banking union project be
successful, it could – paradoxically – increase the division of EU countries into the core (more
integrated within the euro area and the banking union) and significantly less integrated “outs”.
It should be borne in mind that the banking union is a long term project and it will not
solve the current financial crisis. The overinflated or unrealistic expectations of the banking
union project should be avoided. A banking union cannot undo the past failures and mistakes
which caused the present crisis. However, it may be a valuable tool for reducing the
likelihood of future financial crises and increasing the resilience of the European financial
market to shocks (Deutsche Bundesbank 2013).
It is too early to make a comprehensive assessment of the effects of the banking union and
weighting costs and benefits of opting-in, thus the analysis presented in this paper should be
revised in the future on a continuous basis. This study’s drawback is lack of a “living
specimen” of an opt-in country and the hitherto assessment focuses on ex-ante predictions and
not ex-post evidence. Therefore, analyzing experiences of first opt-ins and empirically
verifying the materialization of both risks and benefits of opting-in, as discussed in this paper
would be a valuable future research area.
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